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Spring is here… and that 
means the real estate market  
is heating up.

We get it: winter is a bear, the landscape is barren, 
and nobody's moving. Now it's spring, and new 
life blooms. Your home is at its most beautiful, the 
housing inventory is down, and new buyers are 
inspired. There's never been a better time to list your 
property — especially when you list with us.

Halter Associates Realty is the preferred real estate 

estate expertise, hyper-local market knowledge and 
advanced digital marketing capabilities, our agents 
expertly sell faster and smarter to ensure all our clients 
Make the Right Move.

The Shortest 
Distance Between 
Listed and SOLD!

WOODSTOCK            $875,000

HURLEY                      $279,000

WOODSTOCK            $549,000

KINGSTON                  $445,000

ACCORD                    $549,000

SAUGERTIES               $185,500

WOODSTOCK            $475,000

HalterAssociatesRealty.com

HALTER ASSOCIATES REALTY
3257 Route 212
Woodstock, NY 12409
[P]  845 679-2010

HALTER ASSOCIATES REALTY
89 North Front Street
Kingston, NY 12401
[P]  845 331-3110 

CATSKILL                   $650,000

 

WOODSTOCK            $799,000

Let’s face it: the right broker 
makes all the difference. Make it 
easy on yourself by putting your 
home in the hands of seasoned 
professionals. 

Call us today to experience  
The Halter Difference.

WAPPINGERS FALLS $395,000

It’s Selling Season!
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Spring checklist

An ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure

by Ann Hutton

I
f you’ v e e v er tou r ed t he Va n der-

bilt Mansion in Hyde Park, you know that 
Frederick and Louise only used this dwell-
ing for spring and autumn entertaining. That 
means the servants and grounds keepers had 
the rest of the year to keep the structure in top 

shape for the Gilded Age couple and their guests. 
Whether you’re a year-round resident of the 

hills and dales of the Hudson Valley or a weekend-
er, you might not have the wherewithal to notify 
the servants that it’s time for spring preventative 
and prescriptive maintenance. You might have to 
do a lot of the work yourself. Or at least make sure 
somebody does it.

It’s time. 

Clean out gutters and downspouts
Even if you dragged out a ladder and hose last 

fall after the leaves stopped dropping, pine nee-
dles and other debris might have collected in your 
gutters over the winter. Birds might have left an 
old nest at one end. Drag out that ladder and hose 
again to make sure rain water runs free. This is 
especially important if your house’s foundation is 
not water-tight. A house built on rock walls may, 
over time, allow groundwater to come into the 
basement. A good, clean gutter system helps to 
move water away from the foundation to prevent 
this catastrophe.

Check chimney and stovepipes 
if you burn wood

Especially if you heat your home with wood, you 
should have the chimney or stovepipe checked 
and cleaned regularly. Creosote buildup can catch 
fire and burn all the way to your roof, a danger-
ous situation to say the least. This may be one of 
those tasks best left to a pro, if only to have it done 
efficiently and prevent an even bigger mess from 
occurring.

Change furnace fi lters
A forced-air furnace takes in air and blows it 

up through the heat ducts. A dirty filter blows 
less-than-clean air into every room of your home. 
Unlike climbing up onto your roof to clean a 
chimney, changing a furnace filter is a simple 
job. And consider having your ducts profession-
ally cleaned now and then to cut down on dust 
and mold, especially if anyone in the home suf-

fers from allergies. You will be amazed at what 
accumulates, sight unseen, over months and 
years.

Change smoke detector batteries
Martha Stewart puts this reminder on her cal-

endar twice a year. Perhaps she cooks and serves 

DA N  PA N C A M O

Top, the author re-roofi ng her own home; above left, Eastern phoebes like to build nests in the most 
troublesome places; above right, this surface needs a new paint job.
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a smoke-detector-battery-changing dinner when 
the work is done. Her point in scheduling the bi-
annual switch-off is to assure that she never has 
a dead battery in a safety appliance. It’s forget-
table unless you do it on the same day every year, 
say, the spring equinox or National Something on 
a Stick Day. Also, if you have a handy fire extin-
guisher—and you should; it’s a good thing—you 
might want to have it inspected at your local fire 
house.

Check and repair roof issues
Green mold growing on a shady spot of the roof 

is trouble. It can compromise the integrity of your 
shingles, something you might not notice until the 
ceiling in the bedroom grows a stain and the paint 
peels away. Any other reason for leakage could 
be elusive, but pay attention anyway to what you 
can see in the way of lifted or missing shingles or 
anything else that will let water through. This is 
another job you might need to hire out to a pro. 
Call around early in the season because, when nice 
weather hits, roofers get busy. 

Exterior paint
Has a carpenter bee drilled into your overhang 

or a woodpecker knocked holes in your siding? 
You might want to have a pest inspection. And 
then fill and touch up those holes with fresh paint, 
along with all other needed cosmetic splashes 
here and there—which are not merely cosmetic. 
An uncompromised coat of paint keeps 100-year-
old wood from turning to dust. 

While you’re at it, knock down any wasp’s nests 
before the air warms. Mud wasps are harmless 
and garden-friendly, especially if you grow toma-
toes. Hornets may require removal by a pest con-
trol professional. Phoebes—you’re on your own. 
Those determined birds will come back and build 
nests on a half-inch upper ledge of window frame, 
if you’re not vigilant. When we notice a return 
phoebe, scoping out a spot on a window, we put 
a temporary no-phoebes-allowed sheet of card-
board under the eaves to deter them. They are fun 
to watch, but sling mud all over during the nest-
building process. Messy. 

Interior paint
Inside the house, wash down the walls, particu-

larly in bathrooms and bedrooms where heat and 
humidity might encourage mold. Window sashes 
and mullions seem to be fun places for mold to 
take hold, particularly on the north side of the 
house. If black mold is already present, you’ll need 
to call a pro or DIY with a strong washing chemi-
cal and/or mold-retardant paint. 

And how long have you been watching the paint 
peel off, anyway? Is it time to get out the rollers 
and freshen things up? Think: property value and 

preservation, although you might want to put off 
major paint jobs until the windows can be opened 
all day. 

Plumbing issues
Often not suspected until your kitchen faucet 

springs a leak and you find a stream of water inch-
ing across the tile floor, plumbing is a world of its 
own. That is certainly the mystic plumbers engen-
der, right? They dive into the netherworld and 
save us from domestic floods. They know from 
copper and PVC, or you hope they do. They know 
how to charge an arm and a leg for their expertise. 

Replacing smoke detector batteries is an 
easy but often overlooked bit of regular home 
maintenance.

E R I C  S C H M U T T E N M A E R

Cleaning the gutters a few times a year is pretty much unavoidable.

Chimneys should be inspected annually to prevent fi res or leaks.

BEFORE YOU 
SELL  YOUR 
ANTIQUES, 

Art or Jewelry, call 
Robert Meringolo, 
former Sotheby’s 

Associate and 
Founder of the 

Appraisers Road 
Show for a Free  

In-Home Appraisal!

Buying Options 

Available!  
Call (518) 937-4976 

www.robertmeringolo.com
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To avoid needing a plumber, an annual inspec-
tion of your house’s water circulatory system is 
in order. Is a faucet dripping? Does your bathtub 
make a funny noise when it’s draining too slowly? 
Do you have iron bacteria scumming up the toilet 
tank walls? How’s your septic tank? Sewage line? 
How’s your water supply? You should retest your 
source of drinking water, particularly if you’re on 
a well. 

Time to deep clean the house, 
basement, garage!

Spring cleaning is more than a matter of cos-
metics. When every inch, nook and cranny is 
vacuumed, mopped and sterilized—your space is 
a healthier place to hang out. Choose safe clean-
ers to tackle stubborn surface grime, especially 
prevalent in kitchens and bathrooms. Throw away 
outdated food items and examine cupboards for 
infestations of grain moths or other crawlies. Do a 
Marie Kondo-ultimatum exercise in every storage 
space in your house—closets, cupboards, garage 
and basement shelves, under the kitchen sink—
not only to identify that which truly sparks joy and 
to get rid of the rest, but also to seek and destroy 
other infestations that may be more destructive in 
the long run, such as mice and termites. Exam-
ine outdoor features—decks, porches, walkways, 
overhangs, gates—for any minor repairs needed 
after a long winter under snow and ice. 

Line up trades people early for big projects
If you’re not a skilled DIYer, track down and 

contact reputable contractors to get the job done. 
After sitting by the fireplace for three months, 
they will suddenly become popular. Their dance 
cards will fill up fast. The sooner you consult 
with a professional and get your project on their 
schedule, the more likely your roof will get fixed 
or your rock foundation will be re-chinked be-
fore next winter. 

Further resources 
Specialty instructions can be found for fixing up 

and maintaining old houses in titles such as Old 
Houses: A Rebuilder’s Manual by George Nash or 
This Old House Magazine. You might even find 
a used copy of Martha Stewart’s New Old House: 
Restoration, Renovation, Decoration, Landscap-
ing, a 1992 publication showing how to deal with 
antiquated materials without marring the overall 
aesthetic. 

One of the best books I’ve found is The Complete 
Idiot’s Guide to Home Repair and Maintenance by 
David J. Tenenbaum. With humor and detailed il-
lustrations, the author addresses every how-to is-
sue, material, and tool you can think of, and some 
you’d never guess would apply to your domicile, as 
well. Tenenbaum admonishes: 

The sooner you find and fix a problem, the 
cheaper it’s likely to be.

Problems in the foundation, roof, and structure 
can reverberate throughout a building and cause 
cascading disasters.

Maintenance—the recurring problem of pro-
tecting your home from decay and the elements—
may not be glamorous, but it will save you money 
in the long run.

Size up your projects—some are easy and some 
are hard. Hire professionals for the ones that are 
plain impossible. Your morale and your home will 
both benefit.

If it ain’t broke, it may still need fixing.
I, for one, cannot wait for the day my husband 

crawls up into the attic and removes the insulation 
panel that covers our whole-house exhaust fan, so 
I can fling open the windows and turn it on.

I long to scrub down my screened-in back porch 
furniture and prepare to sit outside to watch fire-
flies in the evening. I’m anxious to wash my win-
dows and window treatments, the better to see 
every bird and flower that appears. And they will 
appear. So take heart and get busy. ++ 

918 Route 32, Rosendale, NY • 845-658-8331
Hours: Monday - Friday 7:00am - 5:00pm; Saturday 8:00am - 12:00pm

www.bldr.com

Conventional shingles perform well against 
wind, rain and average . But, if 
you live where conditions such as extreme 
cold, hail, high winds and severe storms 
prevail, you and your home may need the 
ultimate weather protection of Cambridge 
AR shingles! Cambridge AR shingles are 
perfect for any style of home in many colors 
to choose from.

Come in to our 
Builders First Source
location and our sales personnel can help you 

BOOM TRUCK 

DELIVERY 

AVAILABLE!

WHY LOOK AT FOUR WALLS...
WHEN YOU CAN LOOK AT FOUR SEASONS!!!

Come Visit Our Design Center • Six Sunrooms on Display

SUNROOMS BY

www.hudsonvalleysunrooms.com

CALL NOW 
for special factory 

discounts! 

845-339-1787

Hudson Valley Sunrooms
Serving the Hudson Valley Since 1984
GPS: 355 Broadway, Ulster Park, NY

Route 9W (just south of Kingston)

Quality Building Products

 Wadler Bros. Inc
47293 Route 28 

Fleischmanns, NY 12430 

P: 845.254.5500
F: 845.254.5020

www.wadlerbros.com

Man With A Van
255-6347

Moving & Delivery Service
Reasonable Rates • Free Estimates

8 Enterprise Rd., New Paltz, NY

DOT #
32476

20'
Moving 
Trucks
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Edible landscaping
Want a landscape that’s 
attractive and appetizing? 
Here’s what you should plant

by Lee Reich

“E
d i b l e  l a n d s c a p i n g ” 

does not mean grazing your 
lawn, nor does it mean climbing 
your maple to nibble leaves and 
shoots. Edible landscaping does 
mean choosing plants for the 

landscape that are both beautiful and truly edible. 
Too many plants have been pigeonholed as be-

ing either ornamental or edible. There is noth-
ing improper about moving celery out of the veg-
etable garden, and thyme need not be confined to 
the herb garden. How about red cabbage planted 
amongst marigolds in the flower garden? Why 

not? Cabbage’s cousin, flowering kale, has long 
been used as an ornamental plant rather than a 
vegetable, though its “flowers” are, in fact, curly 
leaves in shades of pinks and bluish-greens. A few 
hundred years ago when tomatoes were thought to 
be poisonous, they were planted in European and 
American gardens solely as ornamentals. And visi-
tors to old estates stroll through arbors overgrown 
with the bower actinidia, unaware of the delecta-
ble kiwi-like fruits hidden behind the leaves.

A whole slew of plants are waiting to be taken 
out of the vegetable garden, where they can be en-
joyed for their beauty. And similarly, many orna-
mentals await the opportunity to be appreciated 
for their gustatory qualities. Such plants exist in 
all categories: groundcovers, herbaceous plants, 
shrubs, trees, and vines. What follows is a sam-
pling of ornamental edibles, looking from the 
ground upwards.

Beauty and fl avor at ground level
In full sun, two nice choices for ground-hugging 

plants are chamomile and thyme. Dainty white, 
daisy-like blossoms, which are the flowers that are 
dried for tea, cover chamomile plants throughout 
the summer. There are many varieties of thyme 
from which to choose, from those that creep a 
mere half-inch above the ground to those that rise 

to the lofty height of a half-foot. Both chamomile 
and thyme emit delicious aromas when brushed 
against so are ideal for planting along walkways. 
Or even right in walkways, as with chamomile, 
“the more it is trodden on the faster it grows.”

Another low-growing plant, though one which 
cannot take foot traffic or being sat upon, is chive. 
Its small green spears are one of the first green 
shoots of early spring, and by summer each spear 
is decoratively capped by a ball of purple flowers.

A groundcover for partial shade is the lingonberry, 
a relative of our native cranberry. The dwarf form of 
this plant has tiny, holly-like leaves that creep along 
the ground. Red “cranberries” appear at summer’s 
end. Like the cranberry, lingonberry needs a moist, 
acid soil, with plenty of organic matter.

Vegetables move out
Many plants commonly relegated to the vegeta-

ble garden combine well with annual and peren-
nial flowers. In many cases, it is the fruits that are 
ornamental: picture a pepper plant covered with 
bright yellow and red fruits, and or an eggplant

plant covered with purple or white fruits (yes, 
there are white eggplants — how do you think it 
got its name?).

“Ruby” Swiss chard has bright red leaf stalks, 
which makes this colorful chard a nice companion 
alongside marigolds or in front of a dark, green 
hedge. “Bright Lights” is even more colorful, with 
lightly savoyed green or bronze leaves and gold, 
pink, orange, purple, red, or white leaf stalks. Cel-

ery is another vegetable not often looked upon as 
ornamental, but the neat row of plants along my 
porch one year was just what was needed to add 
order to a bed of roses and thyme. The feathery 
green foliage of a patch of asparagus is a nice 
backdrop for any flowers.

Visual anchors
No garden is complete with only annual plants; 

Clockwise from top left: A pawpaw tree; the author with a Nanking cherry shrub; Bright Lights chard; good old peppers; pear trees with fl owers

Artistic Renovations
CHAIR  CANING

KNIFE  SHARPENING
Furniture repair and sales

~ Free estimates ~
hankmildew@gmail.com

845-750-2298
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Michael Kinsch 
Sr. Residential Loan Originator

845-334-4023
NMLS #768988

Liz Moeller
Sr. Residential Loan Originator

845-802-5363
NMLS #19253

Kingston  •  West Hurley  •  Hyde Park  •  RondoutBank.com

NMLS #684320

 

More buying power  
Faster closing timeframe

On your qualifying home
purchase application

$500 OFF
Closing Costs**

Speak with our 
Local Lenders

Call (845) 331-0073

Furniture, Lighting, Home 

Decor, Tabletops, Accessories, 

Custom Window Treatments, 

Curtains, Reupholstery, Window 

Shades & Blinds, Wallpaper, 

Designer Fabrics, Area Rugs, 

Skincare, Bath & Body Products, 

Fragrances & Gifts

Marigold

INTERIOR DESIGN 
& FURNISHINGS

HOME

KINGSTON | RHINEBECK | WOODSTOCK

845-338-0800
www.marigold-home.com

OPENING MARCH 28
The Gardener’s Place To Be

• Cold-tolerant Pansies, Violas & more!
• Bulbs, Seeds & Seed-Starting Supplies

• Gifts & Supplies for Gardening
• Bulk Mulch, Compost & Top Soil

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES • BAKERY
Easter Plants, Gifts & Decorations Too!

Mark Your Calendar!
Home & Garden Show April 27th

woody shrubs anchor the design of a garden and 
carry its beauty through the winter. Many shrubs 
and trees are valuable for form, for blossoms, and 
for fall color, all in addition to edible fruit. And the 
latter often adds to the festivity. 

The blueberry is one of the finest ornamental 
edible shrubs. Dainty white, bell-shaped blossoms 
appear in spring, the leaves change in fall from 
their dark-green of summer to a fiery red-orange, 
and reddish stems stand out against winter snow. 
All this, and delicious fruit from June through 
September (if a few varieties are chosen to ripen 
at different times). 

Other ornamental shrubs producing edible 
fruits include the elderberry, highbush cranber-

ry, beach plum, and the nannyberry viburnum. 
All roses produce fruits (rose hips), but rugose 
rose produces the largest, the size of large mar-
bles. Among my favorites is Nanking bush cherry 
which is festooned with pinkish-white flowers in 
very early spring, then small scarlet cherries in 

summer.  
A number of ornamental trees produce tasty 

fruits and nuts. A peach tree is a cloud of pink in 
spring, then becomes draped in shiny drooping 

leaves as the blossoms fade. In fact, all of the com-
mon fruits — apples, peaches, cherries, plums, 
pears — are produced on trees that could earn their 
keep as ornamentals. Except for pears, the problem 
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Transform your Landscape
Into a Landmark.

Lightning Protection!

518-789-4603
845-373-8309

www.alrci.com

SERVING THE HUDSON VALLEY FOR OVER 45 YEARS
1402 ROUTE 300 NEWBURGH, NY • 845-564-6710

MONDAY – FRIDAY 8:30AM-5PM | SATURDAY 9AM-2PM | CLOSED SUNDAYS

845-564-6710
SHERWOODTILEANDGRANITE.COM

See us for all your flooring needs

KINGSTON(845) 331-9291

FULLY INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES

RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

No Subcontractors Ever!

KINGSTON’S #1 RATED 
RESIDENTIAL ROOFING COMPANY

ADIRONDACK
ROOFING
CUSTOM COPPER
40 Years Experience
20 Years in Business

FURNITURE
FABULOUS

Steve Heller’s

cutting edge
autos

live edge 
furniture

space age
artifacts

3930 ROUTE 28 
BOICEVILLE NY 12412

fabfurn1@gmail.com • 845.750.3035 

Come see what the hullabaloo has always been about!

10 minutes from Woodstock!

OPEN WED thru SUN 9am-6pm 

GALLERY + SCULPTURE PARK

fabulousfurnitureon28.com 

FUEL OIL • KEROSENE • PROPANE
1836 Sawkill Park Rd.
Kingston, NY 12401

(845) 336-6596
www.sunshinefuels.com

with these trees is that they generally need rigorous 
attention to pest control to produce fruit. 

Fortunately for gardeners inclined to adopt a 
laissez-faire policy with their plants, not all fruit-
bearing trees are fussy. The persimmon is a tree 
whose leaves turn a beautiful, clear yellow in the 
fall. Though the blossoms are not striking, the 
orange-red fruits in the fall certainly are. And vir-
tually no care, except for occasional pruning, is 
needed to produce a crop of fruits that can be lik-
ened to dried apricots that have been plumped up 
in water, dipped in honey, and then given a dash 
of spice.

Other fruit trees requiring little or no mainte-
nance. Pawpaw is a tree whose large green leaves 
and banana-like fruits are reminiscent of the trop-
ics; the taste is like crême brulée. Juneberry is a 
small, native woodland tree or shrub whose cloud 
of white blossoms in spring are followed by fruits 
that resemble blueberries but have the sweetness 
and richness of sweet cherries along with a hint of 
almond flavor. Cornelian cherry, a relative of the 
dogwood whose oodles of small, yellow blossoms 
in early spring are followed by beautiful and ed-
ible scarlet-red, tart “cherries” in summer.

Amongst ornamental/edible vines, grapes are 
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THE KITCHEN + BATH DESIGN FIRM

CABINET
DESIGNERS
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ABC PEST 
CONTROL, INC.

— We kill with skill —
ORGANIC YARD SPRAY FOR 

TICKS!
Locally Owned & Operated 

by Benny the Bugman
290 Fair Street • Kingston, NY

(845) 340-1224 • (845) 656-2575 cell
MENTION THIS AD FOR FREE TERMITE INSPECTION

—
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POOLS & HOT TUBS - WHOLESALE PRICES!

Pool openings & 

weekly maintenance 

on Pools & Spa

POOL SALE

H O T  T U B S  •  P O O L S
COMPLETE POOL AND SPA CHEMICALS • LINERS

FREE PROFESSIONAL WATER ANALYSIS
HAYWARD SALT WATER SYSTEMS & POOL HEATERS

AND ALL POOL EQUIPMENT

CLEARWATER SPAS • TUFF SPAS
SALES AND SERVICES PROVIDED
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WWW.VALLEYSPASANDPOOLS.COM
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243 Wall Street Kingston, NY
office: (845) 514-2443

mobile: (845) 706-3432

We specialize in buyer 
representation with over 
20 years of experience.

Call today to 
list your home 

with us!

www.greenventuresrealty.com  

LIST YOUR 
PROPERTY TODAYERTY TO

DRONE 
FOOTAGE 

AVAILABLE!

CALL FOR DETAILS!

One half acre bordered by babbling brook with perennials and shrubs 
waiting for your green thumb. 1800’s cottage with oak style kitchen with 

 .....................$199,900

Highland’s Real Estate Matchmaker!
P.O. Box 441 • 81 Vineyard Ave, Highland, NY 12528

Phone: 845-691-2126  dolly@hellodollyrealestate

21A Colonial Drive, New Paltz
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

~ No Security Deposit Option ~
3 - 12 Month Leasing Terms • Pets Welcome!

Pool & Laundry on Site
Please Call: 845-255-6171

We’re The Key To Your New Home!

Residential • Commercial • Investment Properties
500 LeFever Falls Road, Rosendale, NY 12472

cell 845-656-7330  office 845-853-9011  fax 845-853-1702

Theresa Cuff
Realty

  www.CuffRealty.com

PLEASE CALL TO SPEAK WITH ANY ONE OF US! 
Patti Buboltz, Penny Ducker, Marietta Pentz, Karla Ryan, Carol Stahl

Theresa Cuff
Broker, Realtor, ABR, GRI LOW INVENTORY LISTINGS NEEDED!

Real estate

Test your soil

F
or t hose w ho 
have trouble mak-
ing their garden 
grow, a pH test 

could diagnose the prob-
lem. Most plants like 
neutral soil, around 7 
on the scale. Exceptions 
include blueberries and 
azaleas, which like more 
acidic soil (5-6), and fern 
and asparagus, which like 
a slightly alkaline soil 
(around 7.5). 

If your soil’s pH is off, 
you can add limestone or 
woodash to increase the 
pH or sulphur, peat moss 
or coffee grinds to lower 
it. 

The Cornell Coopera-
tive Extension offers soil 
testing locally: 

Ulster County: Drop off sample at the office in the Kingston Plaza, 232 Plaza Road, Kingston, Monday-
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Cost is $3 per sample and $1 for each additional sample. 

Dutchess County: Drop off sample at the extension office at the Dutchess County Farm & Home Center, 
2715 Route 44 Millbrook, Monday-Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., April through October. Cost is $15 per 
sample.

Soil sampling recommendations:
• Submit at least a cup of dry soil with the clumps broken up
• Take samples from several areas; 5-10 for a 100-square-foot area; more than 10 for larger areas
• Dig down at least 4 inches for sample
• Keep lawn and garden samples separate, as well as samples from good and bad growth areas (as appli-

cable) 
The Cornell Cooperative Extension various other tests measuring other nutrients in the soil for an ad-

ditional cost. More information available at the offices or online at http://ulster.cce.cornell.edu/gardening/
soil-testing and http://ccedutchess.org/agriculture/soil-testing.

W I L L  D E N D I S

first to come to mind. Grapes do need careful at-
tention to annual pruning. There also are other 
vines from which to choose. The bower actinid-
ia, which I mentioned earlier and also known as 
hardy kiwi, is a cold-hardy relative of the grocery 
store kiwi. One plant (actually two, you need at 
least one male plant for every eight female plants) 
can produce a hundred pounds of fuzzless, small, 
sweet and aromatic kiwis. Pop them, whole, into 
your mouth like grapes

Have I whetted your appetite? 
A couple of books useful for learning more 

about the subject of edible landscaping are Rosa-
lind Creasy’s The Complete Book of Edible Land-
scaping and my book Landscaping with Fruit. ++

New Paltz writer Lee Reich, PhD is a garden and 
orchard consultant, and also hosts workshops at 
his New Paltz farmden (inquire at www.leereich.
com/workshops). 
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Project 
fever

An all-consuming, 
utterly exhausting, 
deeply satisfying syndrome 

by Susan Barnett

H
ome Improv e me n t: such a 

seductive combination of words. 
Home, the place where one’s heart is. 
The safe haven in a stressful world.

And improvement, the promise 
of making it even better. How could 

anyone resist?
Like all things, this can be taken to extremes. 
I have had project fever since my first adult 

home. It’s gotten worse, not better, with time.
The symptoms are easy to spot. A perfectly 

natural impulse to freshen up some paint, maybe 
update a few things, slowly turns into a mission to 
transform every single inch of a house. 

It is an illness that keeps contractors in business. 
And for those who can’t afford to hire them, the 
local big-box hardware store feeds the fever with 
DIY classes. They’ve even got a slogan to encour-
age you. Many DIY-ers will tell you how fulfilling 
it is to see a project through from start to finish. 
Of course they do: it satisfies their project fever.

Homeadvisor.com does a yearly survey of home 
improvement trends. In 2018, it found that the av-
erage homeowner spent $6649 on home improve-
ments. Millennials were the age group reporting 
the highest number of projects, likely because 
their budgets led them to buy homes that needed 
work.

Baby boomers, however, who have more sav-
ings, did fewer projects, but they outspent millen-
nials by 32 percent.

Another interesting trend is that 80 percent of 
homeowners interviewed said they plan to remod-
el rather than move in the future. That’s new. It 
used to be the other way ‘round. The group most 
likely to move are the millennials, in hopes of get-
ting more space. The vast majority, however, are 
choosing to stay put and tweak their living spaces.

I suspect that the germs of project fever have 
taken root. That’s how it worked for me.

My f ir st house wa s a se nsibl e du pl e x 

with a bit of the old-house charm I prefer, but just 
a taste. I knew I could make it better. 

I tackled it with the energy of the first-time 
homeowner, stripping woodwork, wallpapering, 
painting, stenciling. In hindsight, I had more en-
thusiasm than skill, but I was proud of what I did 
at the time. The process of working on the house 
made it mine. I knew its every corner, its every 
quirk. 

The next house was a complete mess, the ugliest 
house on a very pretty street. A simple farmhouse-
style Victorian, it was covered in blue siding and 
squinted at the world through too-small replace-
ment casement windows. 

Inside, hardwood floors, nine-foot ceilings and 
oak molding were the only charming elements 
left. The plaster walls were covered with cheap 
paneling. The ceilings were covered in acoustic 
tiles. The bedroom floors had green and orange 
shag carpeting.

It was pug-ugly. Offensively ugly. And under-
neath, I knew it was lovely. I just had to dig to find 
the good stuff.

That house was the love of my life and, despite 
our family’s limited budget, I spared no effort to 
uncover its charms. With the removal of each 
monstrous insult, it got prettier and prettier. 

The plaster walls were still intact under the 
paneling. The oak floors gleamed after a good 
scrubbing. 

Outside, I took a wrecking bar to the porch and 
revealed the original spindles. The blue siding was 
covering fine old clapboards and some lovely fish-
scale shingles. I got an irresistible deal on new 
wooden double-hung windows that were far too 

The author’s friendly, lovable money pit.
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large and our neighbor, the window guy, gave us a 
great deal on installing them. We were all shocked 
to discover they fit perfectly into the boarded-up 
original window openings. 

Five years after we moved into that house, it was 
transformed. We hadn’t had a lot of money; we’d 
done wonders. Our house was one of the prettiest 
on the street, and all our neighbors pointed to it 
as though they’d been part of its transformation. 
It was heady stuff, like a rescue. It was a very sad 
day when we moved.

The next home was a pale imitation of our dear 
old farmhouse. The ceilings were a bit low, but it 
had some charm. It got the benefit of a better bud-
get, and to the objective eye, it was probably an 
even more impressive result. 

The kitchen was slowly transformed with vin-
tage cabinets and an antique stove. The bath-
room got a clawfoot tub and a vintage sink set in 
an antique dresser. Each downstairs, room, every 

hall,every bedroom got a complete makeover, and 
the Colonial front door was replaced with a heavy 
antique oak door with 
a keyhole window and 
stained glass. I still 
miss that door.

I painted. I papered. 
We painted the out-
side. We planted. We 
moved.

Ye a r s h av e 

passed and now there 
are two houses in my 
life. One is a vintage 
house I bought as an 
investment. I don’t know that I’ll ever live there. 
But I loved it on sight and project fever flared high 

as soon as it was mine. I painted, made repairs, 
got floors sanded. I’ve stayed there, and each time 
I get that feeling I got in that once-ugly old farm-
house. It welcomes me. It’s glad I’m there. 

The house I live in is so pretty outside that it 
makes me catch my breath every time I see it. Yes, 
it looks a bit like that farmhouse I loved. 

Inside is more problematic. The floor plan is a 
bit odd. Every single wall is covered in very good, 
very unappealing hardwood paneling, kind of like 
a hickory straitjacket. Every single ceiling is cov-
ered with the dreaded acoustic tile. The ceilings 
could be higher. 

I’m not thirty anymore. It’s a factor I don’t like 
to consider, but it is true that project fever takes a 
toll on the body. I have to pace myself. But I’m not 
stopping.

Before sitting down to write this, I spent most 
of the day ripping old carpeting off the stairs, and 
painstakingly removing wool padding from under 
long, stubborn staples. There had to be twenty of 
them in each riser.

Pretty soon, my trusty wrecking bar will come 
out and that paneling in the living room is going 
to be history. It’s going to be a mess under there. I 
know that. But I’ve been there before and I know 
how much happier I’ll be when the walls can 
breathe again.

Come summer, there are gardens to create.
I’m not done. I’ll never be done. My name is Su-

san and I’m a fixer. It’s 
at the root of project 
fever. And after years 
of trying to fix hous-
es, I’ve come to real-
ize that for me, and I 
suspect many others 
with project fever, it’s 
a way to take just one 
little part of our lives, 
one thing we can do 
something about, and 
make it better. There’s 
a lot in the world I 

can’t do anything about. But that paneling? I can 
fix that. ++
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Victorian particulars
Some thoughts from a 
specialist on restoring 
and renovating this 
unique style of home 

by Violet Snow

D
esign er a n d cr a f tsm a n 

Robert J. Olsen was renovating a 
Victorian home in Bayonne, New 
Jersey, when he came across a 
closet that was only a foot deep. 
Wondering what function such a 

shallow space might serve, he noticed a peg rail, 
a strip of wood with pegs attached for hanging 
clothes. He was startled to realize that the home 
had been built before the invention of the clothes 
hanger, whose creation in the1890s started the 
custom of building the shoulder-width closets we 
now take for granted.

Olsen, proprietor of RJO Design Studios in New 
York City, is fascinated by the interactions be-
tween architecture and lifestyle, and by the flashes 
of insight he has while working in historic homes. 
Having torn down misguided renovations to un-
earth the hidden treasures beneath, Olsen appre-
ciates how challenging it is to “marry something 
new with something old and keep it functional. I 
like to restore the integrity of design of the period 
to keep it looking proportionally correct. It creates 
a particular mood or feeling.”

Olsen has developed a deep appreciation for the 
classical relationships inherent in the tall windows 
and decorative crown moldings typical of the style—
as well as an understanding of their social roots. 

In the Victorian era, from the 1870s to the 
1890s, he notes, “The country was just coming out 
of the Civil War.  People were wanting to become 
prosperous again. America was an industrialized 
nation, with exciting ideas.” People with money 
wanted to impress each other, but in the row 
houses of cities, rooms were not very wide. “Nar-
row spaces look bigger with higher ceilings,” Olsen 
points out, “so they raised the ceilings of parlors, 
where they received guests, to ten feet high.” 

Therefore, the windows also had to be high, in 
order to maintain the proper proportions. Doors, 
windows, and walls were topped with crown mold-
ings, the multi-layered wood trim that added an air 
of elegance. In one house he worked on, an owner 
had installed a paneled drop ceiling, hoping (in 
vain, according to Olsen) to save on heating costs. 
Because the old windows then extended above 
the ceiling, smaller windows had been inserted. 
“It was an eyesore,” Olsen recalls. “I took the false 
ceiling out and put the correct size windows back 
in. It completely changed the feeling of the place.”

Crown moldings entail a carefully balanced 
relationship among four or five elements, which 
might include a toothlike dentil, along with the 
curved ogee, the base, the relief. “It takes an eye 
to do a beautiful crown,” warns Olsen. “It should 
jut out like a ship’s bow. You can try to simplify 
and cheapen it up using plastics, but the more you 
simplify, more you wind up with something that’s 
not so graceful. The proportions were developed 
by the ancient Greeks to specific criteria.”

Many Victorian homes had double doors lead-
ing into the reception rooms, and Olsen has 
learned that they were designed to accommodate 
hoop skirts. A large house would have a pair of 25- 
to 30-inch doors, while urban townhouses would 
have slightly scaled-down, 20-inch doors. “There 
was a distinction between ladies coming in for tea, 
and a maid, who only had to open one of the doors 
to get into the room,” says Olsen. And, of course, 
servants’ quarters were more plain than the fam-
ily’s part of the house.

When ducted heat was developed, vents in the 
floor enabled warm air to rise to the upstairs bed-
rooms, but heating was inconsistent. When the 
fire died down in the night, residents commonly 
woke to indoor temperatures of 45 degrees. Partly 
in response to this problem, the presser closet was 
invented. Steam pipes were routed through the 
closets, whose small spaces could be heated more 

efficiently, warming clothes on cold mornings and 
pressing the wrinkles out of woolens.

Olsen notes that houses can be dated by the use 
of different technologies, such as the methods of 
installing parquet floors, with their multitude of 
small wooden strips. “If you see little nail holes in 
the corners of each one,” says Olsen, “you know 
that’s early parquet. Later they put in tongue-and-
groove that eliminated the nails. It kept the floor 
from warping. When the crossbeam supporting 
the parquet drops a little, a tongue-and-groove 
floor will follow the support and stay smooth.”

As for exteriors, Olsen considers aluminum sid-
ing a major offense. “Siding companies rip every-
thing off the outside and cover everything except 
the window,” he says. “At one house, I took the alu-
minum off and found they had chopped up the S-
shaped corbels supporting the eave, and they had 
covered up the decorative fishscale shingles. Some 
of the fishscale was rotted and had to be replaced, 

and I had to rebuild the corbels with curved pieces 
to match what was left.”

The Victorian period came to a close around 
the turn of the century, when the progress of in-
dustrialization and the advent of the automobile 
sped up the pace of life. “They wanted to build 
houses faster, and guys weren’t studying that kind 
of carpentry,” Olsen said. “People couldn’t afford 
all those little doodads and knobs and buttons all 
over the house.” Modernization led to such de-
velopments as the simpler forms of the Arts and 
Crafts Movement and later, in the 1920s, the sleek 
lines favored by the Bauhaus school, styles that 
Olsen also admires.

But the flourishes and handsome proportions of 
Victorian homes still stir the imagination of some 
homeowners. There are those who appreciate the 
mind-bending quality of history, like Olsen, who ob-
serves, “We’d never consider life without a hanger, 
but there was a lot of life before it came along.” ++

P H O T O S  B Y  V I O L E T  S N O W 

Corbels, left, and fi shscale siding, two distinctive Victorian touches.

Renovating a Victorian

I
f you r Vic tor i a n home is i n n eed of r e novat ion,  proceed w i t h c a r e .  The w rong 

kind of craftsmanship can destroy the aesthetics of a historic house. He are some dos and don’ts:
Do it because you love it, not because you’re going to invest in it. The expense of a properly done reno-

vation may not be made up in resale value in today’s market, but the historic and aesthetic qualities are 
priceless.

Hire skilled professional help with good references, including a designer with training and experience in 
Victorian architecture.

Make sure you’re following town code. If your home has historic preservation status, plans have to be 
cleared with a town committee to ensure that historic features are retained. 

Use high-quality materials across the board. For example, “a good, expensive paint job will last longer,” says 
Robert Olsen. “Paint should be scraped down to almost nothing, or else you should spray the mold off the 
house with pressure washing, followed by sand. Use the correct primer and two coats of paint.”

Avoid plastic fishscale, as well as vinyl and aluminum siding. “They don’t work. Even if they try to be of the 
period, they look cheap.”

Don’t be lured by antique-looking features such as oval stained glass windows, which “are tacky, and they’re 
not Victorian. You can’t just throw something in from Home Depot.”
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Think small

Hudson Valley homeowners 
say a smaller house led 
to a broader world

by Erin Quinn 

E
l l e n Dietz ,  a nat i v e of Ne w 

Paltz, is part of a large family of mostly 
tradespeople. Years ago, her parents 
had the foresight to buy a 30-acre tract 
of land off Springtown Road in case 
their children wanted to build homes 

someday. Ellen picked the plot that tucked right 
into the base of the Shawangunk Ridge. 

“That’s when I was 23 years old,” she says. “My 
brother Billy picked the lot closest to the road and 
I picked the one farthest away,” she recalls with a 
laugh. 

But it wasn’t until several years ago that she be-
gan to think about that empty piece of land and 
what kind of life she wanted to live. “I was a single 
woman and I started thinking about what I could 
afford and what type of lifestyle I wanted to live.”

One day, she saw some demo sheds built by 
Grey’s Woodworks, set up opposite Lowe’s on Rt. 
299. “I wanted to build something that I could live 
in the rest of my life and that I could afford for the 
rest of my life,” she said. “As they began to build 
it and I became committed to this idea of a tiny 
home, I started to look at the things around me 
and think if I don’t love it, use it or need it, get rid 
of it. And I just began to shed not only things but 
chaos from my life. That’s what all that extra stuff 
really is. Whether it’s extra clothing, furniture, un-
finished projects, junk, or things on your schedule 
that you don’t want to do…it’s just chaos and work 
for no reason.”

Dietz said she didn’t want to “build something 
that I’d have to be worried about cleaning all day 
every day. I want to be able to travel and enjoy my 

friends and family and go places, not be wedded to 
a home I can’t afford and have to kill myself to pay 
for and take care of.”

When the 400-square-foot house (which she 
admits is a “mansion” compared to many tiny 
houses) was delivered, it was unfinished on the 
inside. This was when it paid to be a Dietz. “My 
brother Billy helped with the driveway and sep-
tic system and my dad hand milled the wooden 
beams for rafters.” She and her son Graham, now 
eight, began watching YouTube videos on how to 
build walls and lay tile and before she knew it, her 
tiny house was complete. 

“I wanted the kitchen to be full-size and have 
a living room attached,” she says. “Honestly, you 
spend most of your time in the kitchen, especially 
when you have people over and I can comfort-
ably have a dinner party for six people in here.” 
She said the common reaction from guests is, “this 
feels like a normal house!”

There is a beautiful Italian-style spiral staircase 
she had built that leads up to a full-sized loft with 
skylights and a rope swing. Dietz said that she 
doesn’t need a “play room” for her son, because 
“he has the entire Mohonk Preserve outside of our 
front door.” 

The total cost was less than $60,000, includ-
ing the driveway, septic system, concrete slab and 
customizations. Most tiny homes can come in at 
considerably less if they’re smaller, less custom-
ized, have incinerating toilets and do not require 
water and septic. 

Because Dietz’ space is so small and well-in-
sulated, she only spends about $65 every three 
months on electricity and goes through a few cans 
of propane each winter for the space heater. “I can 
come in here and this house can be 23 degrees 

P H O T O S  B Y  E R I N  Q U I N N

Above: Ellen Dietz and her son Graham in their tiny house in New Paltz; left, the loft bedroom
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and within a half an hour it’s up to 72 degrees,” 
she says. With the money she’s saved, she’s been 
able to travel more. “We went to Norway last year. 
That’s what a tiny home afforded us.”

Wes Sek er a s is  a not her t i n y-house 

owner. His 220-square-foot home sits on move-
able trailer bed near Tillson. “I’m a carpenter, so 
I was able to build it myself,” said Sekaras who 
has helped friends design and build tiny houses 
and has built and sold several for clients as well. 
“There was a learning curve because everything is 
on a smaller scale but I like a challenge.”

Then a bachelor, Sekeras said it was “the perfect 
size for me.” Now that he is married, he and his 
wife of two years plan to upgrade to a “375-square-
foot” tiny house that he’s busy building right now. 
“We save so much in utilities alone,” he said, not-
ing that they pay about $15 a month for electric-
ity. “It’s easy to clean. We only have what we abso-
lutely love and need and it’s a place that we love to 
come home to and that we love to leave,” he said 
with a laugh.

Like Dietz, Sekeras mentioned how having a 
tiny house facilitates travel.  

“Instead of spending time chasing money to 
pay for a house we can’t afford, we have time and 
money to do what we love to do,” he said. “There’s 
no extra room to store stuff or to keep unnecessary 
things around so you can really just get up and go, 
which we do. We volunteer a lot for our church 
and travel; this allows us to do that.”

Both he and Dietz said that there’s an environ-
mental consciousness that goes along with living 
in a tiny house. “It wasn’t the reason I did it but 
you certainly use less fossil fuels and greatly re-
duce your impact on the environment,” Sekeras 
said.

“I want to live as lightly as possible,” said Dietz, 
who pitched a grey water plant-based treatment 
system to the town along with an incinerating 
toilet but was turned down. “The town required 
me to have water and septic in case I ever sold the 
property,” she said, “so unfortunately I couldn’t 
use those systems which I thought were awesome.”

A m a n i n Esopus h a s his t i n y house 

all framed out but has yet to bite the down-sizing 
bullet. “I moved from a 4000-square-foot house to 
a two-bedroom studio apartment a few years ago 
and I realized that I didn’t need all of that space,” 
said Don Campbell, who works for a trucking 
company. “I enjoyed a smaller living space much 
more and it cost a lot less. I think that there are so 
many people, myself included, working all of these 
hours to pay for houses they can’t afford instead 
of taking their earnings and creating experiences. 
You can still work 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. but then have 
the money and time to do things that you love to 
do rather than being hostage to all of these things. 
Less is really more.”
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That said, Campbell has some reservations 
about tiny-house living. “It’s a big leap. I get wor-
ried that I might be limiting myself in terms of 
meeting someone if I move into a 200-square-
foot house or that family won’t want to stay over 
because there’s not a separate bedroom but then I 
think, I can always expand it if I want. I’m getting 
there!”

Dietz understands the fear. “When I was design-
ing this home, I imagined that I’d always be in it 
alone,” she said. “Not in a negative way, I just saw 
myself living alone and then I fell in love with this 
amazing woman that I’ve known for ten years and 

we want to build a life together and I have my son 
Graham who will one day be six-foot-tall.”

Fortunately, she has room to grow. She took the 
advice of friends and family and made her living 
room four feet wider (which makes all the differ-
ence when having company over). She also had 
Grey’s Woodworks frame out a door, now covered 
over with dry wall, that could be used if she ever 
wanted to add another bedroom, “which we may 
do sooner than I thought,” she said, noting that 
“we’re also building a wraparound deck on the 
house and honestly, the entire outside is part of 
my home.”

Graham concurred. “We’ve seen a bear walk by, 
a fox, coyote…”

The tiny-home adventure has led Dietz, a para-
medic, to another career path. “I’ve always been 
very handy but having to complete the inside of 
this home forced me to become skilled in so many 
areas that now I have my own business, House 
Calls,” she said, noting her handywoman van 
and tool sets. “Anything that’s bothering you that 
you’re too busy to fix or don’t want to spend a for-
tune on, just call me!” ++ 

P H O T O S  B Y  E R I N  Q U I N N

Wes Sekeras’ tiny house sits on a trailer in Tillson.



by Frances Marion Platt

I 
o f t e n  d r e a m  a b o u t  h o u s e s . 

Invariably they are sprawling, many-sto-
reyed, labyrinthine affairs, with dozens 
if not hundreds of rooms through which 
I wander at a loss, generally not knowing 
what it is I’m looking for. In the semiotics 

of dream imagery, a house is said to represent the 
Larger Self. In real life, my dwelling is smallish 
and hopelessly choked with clutter, especially of 
the papery sort. What all this says about my per-
sonality/character is obvious and indisputable. 
But I probably could never relax in a space with 
perfect, elegantly spare feng shui. And no, I’m not 
throwing out any of my books, no matter what 
Marie Kondo says, whether I ever read them or 
not.

Buildings, like people, come with psychological 
baggage, which tends to accumulate over time. 
One need not believe in ghosts in a literal sense to 
appreciate the idea that the strong emotions ex-
pressed in a space – and especially any dire deeds 
committed there – might leave a lingering psychic 
impression, perceptible to sensitive types. Your 
living space may not be haunted by malevolent 
spirits, but if you feel “stuck” there in some way, 
you might, perhaps, be trying to move through 
someone else’s pile of clutter besides your own – 
as if your own weren’t enough, right? Exorcism 
is probably not warranted, but a periodic house-
cleansing ritual might make you feel somewhat 
better.

On a more day-to-day level, many people from 
many traditions believe, we all carry around “en-
ergies” or “chi” wherever we go, as surely as we 
juggle our keys, mail, coffee mug, umbrella, hand-
bag, groceries and whatever else we’ve picked up 
on the way to our front doors. The more visitors 
our living and working spaces have, the higher 
the chance that some of their energies will stick. 
Consciously leaving the negative vibes outside be-
fore we come inside is not a spiritual discipline for 
which the busy, multitasking pace of modern life 
makes much room.

If you pay a v isit to the Awareness 

Shop in New Paltz, you’ll encounter an ingen-
ious preventive remedy before you even cross the 
threshold. Beside the front door is an urn filled 
with large sea salt crystals. A sign above it invites 
customers to lay their palms on the surface of the 
salt for a few moments to suck out the “oogies” be-
fore entering the building.

Why don’t we see more homes and offices with 
such amenities at their doorsteps? Maybe it’s be-
cause most Americans aren’t Pagans, and the 
Awareness Shop’s owners come from a Wiccan 
tradition. But salt has been used as a cleansing 
and filtering agent around the globe since time 
immemorial. You probably know half a dozen 
housecleaning hacks that involve common table 
salt, such as degreasing drains, removing blood-
stains or scrubbing your painstakingly seasoned 
cast-iron pans. On a more esoteric level, sea salt 
is an ingredient used in Christian holy water, just 
as it is in the water used by Pagans for cleansing 
and blessing. Both traditions sprinkle salt water 
in house protection rituals: a technique known as 
“asperging.”

In Roman Catholicism, the preferred timing 
for house blessings is annually on January 6: the 
Feast of the Epiphany, a/k/a Twelvetide. On this 
day Christian lore marks the visit of the Magi to 
the Christ Child, bearing gifts of gold, frankin-
cense and myrrh. Notwithstanding the premise 
that Mary gave birth far from home, this visit is 
seen as the prototype for housewarming parties in 

Smudge away the grudge
House blessing practices throughout the ages

Christendom ever after. Besides spritzing a house 
and its inhabitants with holy water in the Three 
Kings’ honor, a priest will also mark the front 
door with chalk, inscribing crosses and the let-
ters CMB. Handily, this acronym is not only short 
for  Caspar, Melchior and Balthazar, but also for 
the Latin benison Christus mansionem benedicat 
(“May Christ bless the house”).

Other holy intercessors charged with protection 
of the home by Christians have included St. Leon-
ard, St. Blasius, St. Agatha and St. Florentius, but 
the primary patron even today remains St. Joseph. 
His carpentry skills as well as his role as the chaste 

and patient patriarch of the Holy Family are in-
voked when Catholics seeking to expedite the sale 
of a house bury a statue of St. Joseph in the soil 
of their front yard. The image is supposed to be 
inserted head-downward. According to one ver-
sion of the prayer recommended to accompany 
this real estate ritual, there’s deliberate blackmail 
involved: “Saint Joseph, I am going to place you 
in a difficult position with your head in darkness 
and you will suffer as our Lord suffered, until this 
[house/property] is sold.” (Wiccans, by contrast, 
use crystal magic instead of images of saints when 
they have a house to sell, burying a chunk of ama-

Home  Hudson Valley
               s p r i n g  h o m e  i m p r o v e m e n t 

section two

The plant most commonly used today to drive the “oogies” out of your home and draw in healthier 
vibes is sage
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zonite or citrine in their yards.)
One wonders whether the custom of “chalk-

ing the door” inspired hoboes during the Great 
Depression to create their chalked sign language 
alerting their fellows to the abodes of kind wom-
en who would share food or ferocious dogs that 
would bite. Was J. R. R. Tolkien, raised Catho-
lic, thinking of that ritual when he had Gandalf 
scratch a mark on a certain hobbit hole inviting 
an unexpected party of Dwarves to gather there?

Far older th a n a n y of these Chris-

tian practices is the custom, mandatory among 
religious Jews, of affixing a mezuzah beside one’s 
door. Inside a small ornamental case is a klaf: a 
tiny scroll of parchment inscribed in Hebrew with 
a prayer from the Torah known as “Sh’ma Yisrael.” 
Posting these holy words is an explicit instruction 
from the Book of Deuteronomy, but in addition, 
the presence of the mezuzah is believed by many 
to ward off demons and other misfortunes from 
afflicting the household. This of course brings to 
mind the story from the Book of Exodus of lambs’ 
blood being sprinkled on the lintels and doorposts 
of Hebrew families in Egypt to cross them off An-
gel of Death’s enemies list: the literal passing-over 
that gave Passover its name.

Before germ theory became a thing, religious 
explanations for widespread deaths from pan-
demics – such as what probably happened to the 
Egyptian children – were naturally quite popular. 
During the Middle Ages, when nearly half the 
population of Europe was wiped out by bubonic 
and pneumonic plagues, people could go to a par-
doner’s stall at a fair and buy a document called 
a Pestbriefe or “pestilence letter,” which would be 
posted in the home to protect its inhabitants from 
disease. Owning several cats to control the rat 
populations around their dwellings would have 
been more effective, but who knew back then? For 
fire insurance, the Three Kings, whose remains 
were believed to be contained in a reliquary in the 
Cathedral of Cologne, would again be invoked: A 
popular souvenir from a pilgrimage to that shrine 
was a Feuerbriefe or “fire letter,” again bearing the 
letters CMB.

Non-Wester n religious tr a ditions 

have their own house-blessing rituals. In Nepal, 
Gurung people set out fresh prayer flags every 
October. Hindus in Tamil Nadu walk a live cow 
through the rooms of their houses, and milk is a 
popular choice for pouring libations. We don’t call 
them “sacred cows” for nothing.

Ganesha is the deity invoked for protection of 
the home in Hinduism, and polytheistic religions 
in general usually have some member of their 
pantheon responsible for protection of dwellings. 
In old Europe, these were often fire goddesses, 
their altars set up near the hearth: the Greek 
Hestia, Roman Vesta, Celtic Brighid, Norse Frig, 
Lithuanian Gabija. It was customary for Lithu-
anian Pagans to set up a sort of altar/terrarium in 
the house for a pet green snake, thought to bring 
luck and protection – a throwback, perhaps, to the 

tempered glass “snake tubes” found in the bases of 
walls of ancient Minoan ruins, which archaeolo-
gists have speculated were installed to allow ser-
pents, sacred to the mother goddess Rhea, to have 
the run of the house.

Hearth-related goddesses and gods lead us to 
the household gods of ancient Rome: the lares and 
penates, to whom offerings had to be made at reg-
ular intervals in order to ensure safety, peace and 
prosperity. They have their cognates in many cul-
tures, mostly traceable back to ancestor-worship. 
Such customs still thrive today in the ofrendas set 
up to honor deceased family members in Latin 
American countries for El Día de los Muertos. But 
often house-dwelling beneficent spirits occupy a 
muddled middle ground incorporating aspects of 
ancestors, deities and Little People.

The Slavic Domovoy is a good example: a pow-
erful god in the guise of a tiny old man. In Japan, 
the mischievous zashiki-warashi resemble small 
children, and are only visible to small children. 
Trasgu in Spain, kobolds in Germany, nisse in 
Scandinavia, brownies in Scotland, hobs in Eng-
land all fall into this category. In folklore, they are 
usually inclined to be helpful, even taking over 
menial household chores if not offended in some 
way. Unfortunately, the folktales rarely agree on 
whether your little helper will be more offended 
if you leave it offerings of food or clothing, or if 
you fail to do so. Dobby and the other house-elves 
of the Potterverse, clearly derived from hobs, are 
contemporary literary examples of the household 
spirit who will abandon his or her place of servi-
tude if given the wrong sort of gift. The consen-
sus over many centuries of superstitious practices, 
however, seems to be that it’s safer to lure such 
potentially beneficent beings to live with you with 
offerings of bread and salt. That’s why we bring 
those as housewarming gifts, though few nowa-
days remember the basis of this tradition.

But setting a hospitable table for friendly spirits 
is not enough. Before we invite the good energies 
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in, we need to make room by driving the bad ones 
out. That brings us back to the most popular of 
contemporary house purification rituals, which 
has roots in shamanic practices all over the world: 
smudging. Symbolically, smoke is tied to the ele-
ment of air, and thought capable of carrying away 
negative vibes to be scattered to the winds. Fill-
ing every corner of your living space with the right 
kind of smoke can lift your spirits in more ways 
than one.

Incense is one way to go. The burning of in-
cense has long been regarded by many religions 
as a vehicle for raising prayers aloft to gain the at-
tention of some sky-dwelling deity. It may not be 
coincidental that two of the three gifts of the Magi 
were types of incense, and that they are revered as 
patrons and protectors of the household. In Cen-
tral and South America, the incense of choice for 
house blessings – not to mention aromatherapy – 
is a fragrant bark called palo santo.

The plant most commonly used today to drive 
the “oogies” out of your home and draw in health-
ier vibes is sage. White sage, Salvia apiana, native 
to the Southwestern US and northern Mexico, is 
generally preferred for purification rituals, and the 
species typically sold in dried bundles for smudg-
ing; but common or culinary sage, Salvia officina-
lis, will also work. Since the latter is an Old World 
plant, used in herbal remedies for millennia, folks 
of European ancestry may find it a preferable al-
ternative to the “cultural appropriation” of Native 
American traditions by smudging with white sage. 
My own take is that we’ve all got shamans in our 
family trees if we go back enough generations, but 
your mileage may vary.

 Back through the a forementioned 

doorway of the Awareness Shop, we find the store 
manager, who goes by the single name Dani, pre-
siding over a busy trade in magical supplies. She 
escorts us to a whole nook devoted to house puri-
fication supplies to fit every budget, from a mini-
smudge stick for $3 to an elaborate house blessing 
kit for $50. The latter includes a white sage bun-
dle, a feather for wafting the smoke, an abalone 
shell to catch the ash, sea salt and a bowl for wa-
ter, an orange (“Jupiter energy,” per Dani) blessing 
candle and a polished chunk of the semiprecious 
mineral howlite. Among them, they’ve got all four 
elements covered.

That’s a lot of paraphernalia to carry around, so 
you may want to have a helper when you do your 

smudging ritual, and Dani thinks that’s a good 
idea anyway: “Other people who live with you 
should be involved in the cleansing.” If you want 
to pull out all the stops, take a relaxing bath with 
some sea salt in the water before you get started; 
otherwise, begin by “cleansing” yourself with the 
smoke from your smudge. Light your candle, both 
for protection and to ignite your smudge bundle 
(though a mechanical fireplace lighter is the most 
reliable tool for that purpose). Once the bundle 
catches a good flame, blow it out so that it smol-
ders. You’ll find that the smoke has a clean, ap-
pealing, invigorating herbal smell. If you have 
chemical sensitivities to smoke of any kind, a mis-
ter filled with salt water is a good substitute, and 
New Agey vendors like the Awareness Shop even 
carry little bottles of “sage spray.”

Phase One  – done with the windows open, 
moving from the front door “widdershins” (coun-
terclockwise) through the rooms and from the 
ground floor upwards, if you have more than one 
floor – releases negative energies. Dani recom-
mends asking the “spirits” to leave, politely, as 
you begin. “Say, ‘This is my space; I’d appreciate 
it if you’d go now.’ If the energy is not willing to 
leave, then claim the space as safe and protected.” 
Stamping your feet in spots that feel especially 
“blocked” can be helpful, she says. Some like to 
ring a small bell, sing or whistle as they go.

Though the smudging can be done with the 
sage alone, many magical practitioners like to 
use a single feather, feather fan or even a dried 
bird’s wing to wave the smoke into every corner 
and cranny, where negative energies are thought 
to pile up. Closets and drawers should be opened 
and smudged as well.

Phase Two  involves setting up your space to 
welcome the positive energies that you’re inviting 
to replace the negative. At this point in the ritual, 
Wiccans like to place crystals – howlite, hematite 
and black tourmaline are recommended types – at 
the four directional corners to define and protect 
the space. Then you retrace your steps, working 
your way back down in a spiral from upper to low-
er floors, moving “deosil” or “sunwise” (clockwise) 
this time, again smudging as you go, closing win-
dows and doors behind you and visualizing your 
spaces filled with light and beneficent energy.

When should you do a house cleansing/bless-
ing? Certainly before moving into a new space, 
and afterwards, as often as you feel the need. “Do-
ing it more often is better,” says Dani, noting that 

some massage therapists regularly smudge their 
workrooms in between clients, to expunge the 
bad juju that we all carry around lodged in our 
muscles. If you want to get really serious about 
the timing, correlating your ritual with the zodi-
ac or the phase of the Moon, there are plenty of 
resources to research. But ultimately, those vari-
ables carry less weight than your intentionality. 
“Some people might want to use the New Moon 
to build energy, or Dark Moon to expel negativity, 
or the Full Moon for protection. As long as you 
understand why you’re doing it, it doesn’t matter,” 
Dani avers.

That attitude nicely addresses the question of 
us habitual skeptics as to whether any of this is 
anything more than highly unscientific mumbo-
jumbo. Just as we don’t have to believe in Eastern 
deities, in a literal sense, to derive physical and 
mental relaxation from meditation or yoga, we 
may also feel much more comfortable in our living 
spaces by concentrating our intentions on clear-
ing them from “blockages” of any kind. I think I’ll 
start with that big pile of papers over there, and 
save the smudging for later.++

Clockwise from top-left: Salt has been used as a cleansing and fi ltering agent around the globe since time immemorial; in a Catholic house blessing custom, 
a priest scrawls CMB above the doorway, which stands for Caspar, Melchior and Balthazar (the three kings) as well as the Latin benison Christus mansionem 
benedicat (“May Christ bless the house”) - the numbers before and after refer to the year; Silesian statuettes of Domovoy, Slavic house spirits; statue of 
Hestia, Greek virgin goddess of the hearth, architecture, and the right ordering of domesticity, the family, the home, and the state; religious Jews affi x a 
mezuzah on their doorways containing a prayer from the Torah known as “Sh’ma Yisrael.” Posting these holy words is an explicit instruction from the Book of 
Deuteronomy, but in addition, the presence of the mezuzah is believed by many to ward off demons and other misfortunes from affl icting the household.
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What can animals teach us 
about making a good home?

by Will Dendis

“At a certain season of our life, we are accus-
tomed to consider every spot as the possible site of 
a house.”

-Henry David Thoreau 

N
ot so l ong ag o,  befor e w e m a s-

tered wood, stone and iron, we sought refuge 
in caves, huts of mud and sticks, or slept under the 
stars. We weren’t so different from the animals. In 
some ways, we still aren’t. 

How do a n i m a l s k now w her e to m a k e 

their homes? Sometimes they take over the homes 
of others. Coyotes will readily move into and en-
large badger dens, for example. Sheltered from 
the elements, the same burrow can be used by 
many generations of different critters. This type 
of house-hunting is very much like our own. 
Most of us don’t have the opportunity to survey 
a large tract of land and select a particular site to 
build; we generally live someplace that was once 
someone else’s home, usually many others’, most 
of whom we’ll never know (and who never knew 
each other). 

A bu r row or de n is t he most com mon 

home for mammals. Like sculpture, constructing 
an underground home is an act of subtraction. 
This is suitable for creatures who lack opposable 
thumbs. Some animals 
manage to subtract 
quite a lot. According 
to National Geograph-
ic, an average ground-
hog, which weighs in 
at 8-10 pounds, moves 
over a ton of soil when 
digging its burrow, 
which may have over 
40 feet of tunnels up to 
five feet underground, 
and a “well-developed” 
rabbit warren may be 
thousands of meters long. Nearly all burrows have 
more than one entrance to facilitate escape (as do 
our homes, at least since the advent of fire codes). 

Living underground is especially sensible in the 

hottest and coldest climates due to the ground’s 
temperature-regulating effects. Humans made 
use of this property until quite recently as an 
important way to preserve food; no home was 

complete without a root 
cellar. Today, geother-
mal heating and cooling 
systems operate on the 
same principle.  

It is possible for humans 
to live almost entirely 
underground. “While 
earth-sheltered housing 
is not common, it has 
been around for a while,” 
notes offthegridliving.
com. “During the energy 
crisis of the 1970s, people 

became increasingly interested in finding ways to 
reduce their consumption of fossil fuel, and energy-
efficient forms of architectural design and construc-
tion began to draw a lot of attention.” 

The results were mixed. After energy prices fell, 
underground construction was no longer cost-
effective. Keeping moisture out isn’t cheap. Ex-
tensive waterproofing is needed on all surfaces 
that will touch earth (the soil above the ceiling is a 
particular concern). Tolkien spoke to this when he 
described what Bilbo’s home wasn’t. “Not a nasty, 
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dirty, wet hole, filled with the ends of worms and 
an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare, sandy hole with 
nothing in it to sit down on or to eat: it was a hob-
bit-hole, and that means comfort.” (How the Hob-
bits managed to regulate the humidity in their 
holes was not discussed.)

Animal burrows are far from water-tight, but 
they do tend to select sites in loam rather than 
clay, and on the sides of hills; both choices facili-
tate drainage and make excavation easier. Animal 
burrows also tend to face south for warmth, unless 
prevailing winds or some other landscape-specific 

feature rule it out. Precisely the same type of soil, 
site and orientation are suggested for earthen 
homes for humans. 

In our part of the world, there aren’t 

many animal-built structures that sit on the 

Left: A squirrel nest, or drey, looks like a loose bundle of sticks but it’s actually well-constructed and warm; right, a typical coyote den. Coyotes only use 
dens during pupping season, and may dig their own, take over another animal’s, or make their home under a downed tree

ground. So we move next to the trees. Squirrels 
will make their homes in tree cavities, but they 
also build nests called dreys, which are similar to 
bird nests, but enclosed, so they’re more like the 
kind of structure we’d build. Dreys are easy to spot 
when the leaves are off the trees, usually at the 
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crook of two large branches, at least 30 feet up. 
C. Clairborne Ray wrote admirably of their hap-
hazard look but complex build in The New York 
Times. “The squirrel begins by roughly weaving a 
platform of live green twigs. On top of this, soft, 
compressible materials like moss and damp leaves 
are added. Then an outer skeleton of twigs and 
vines is built around the insulated core, and final-
ly, additional material fills in and strengthens the 
shell.” A hard skeleton, overlaid with other mate-
rial to form a solid wall, with an insulated core— 
sound familiar? 

The squirrel’s rodent cousin, the beaver, is sec-
ond only to man in its ability to change a land-
scape. A lodge, built of mud and sticks and du-
tifully maintained year-round, can shelter up 
to 15-20 beavers, and contains one chamber for 
drying off and another for regular day-to-day life 
(kind of like a mudroom). And while squirrels 
build their nests among their avian predators and 
a burrow offers little defense against a tenacious 
predator that can also dig, a beaver lodge is about 
as safe as it gets; the layers of dried mud and sticks 
form a virtually impenetrable outer shell, and the 
entrance is accessible only through passageways 

hidden under murky water. It’s the closest thing to 
a medieval castle in the animal kingdom. 

A m a jor dif f er e nce bet w ee n us a n d 

the animals is the need for cover. Whether they’re 
prey, afraid of being eaten themselves, or preda-
tors, afraid of their young being preyed upon, 
most creatures pick secluded places to make their 
homes. That impulse is less common in us, but not 
unknown. Witness the non-descript and narrow 
stone driveways leading deep into dim woods you 
see here and there off Hudson Valley roads. How 
far back do they go? Who would want to live in 
a place like that? Standing outside such a portal 
is about as inviting for the would-be trespasser as 
the mouth of a wolverine’s den.

Still, for most of us, most of the time, there is 
no danger, and no need to be inconspicuous. Here 
is an exception: A soldier behind enemy lines, for 
whom, like a wild animal, being caught unawares 
could mean death. The Army’s survival manual 
offers the following acronym for shelter site se-
lection: bliss (Blend in with the surroundings; 
Low silhouette; Irregular shape; Small; Secluded 
location). A beast couldn’t have put it better. 

Of course, there are differences be-

tween a campsite and a homestead, a temporary 
and permanent settlement. Like animals, we have 
our preferences, and like them, those preferences 
are contingent. Private property and the rule of 
law constrain the places we can settle; animals 
fight it out. (Though anyone familiar with small-
town neighbor disputes knows territoriality is still 
alive and well in us.) 

With them we share the need for food and wa-
ter. For us, that usually means farming, which is 
more trial-and-error than instinct. How did we 
know where to try to make a go of it? We probably 
used one of the methods suggested in a 1971 ar-
ticle in Mother Earth News on “Selecting a Home-
stead Site.”:

Soil fertilit y ca n also be deter mined 

by observing plant growth. Fast growing weeds 
like giant horseweed or cockleburr indicate good 
soil conditions; red sorrel grows in poor acid soil. 
If the plant has a deep color the soil in which it 
grows is probably fertile. Tree limbs that extend 
upward and do not droop also indicate fertile soil. 
Walnut, cypress, whiteoak and cottonwood trees 
are all good soil indicators; blackjack and pine 
grow in poor soil.

Th e mode r n hom e s t e a de r h a s  t h e 

benefit of thousands of years of agricultural prac-
tice and hundreds of years of science. One exam-
ple from the article mentioned above: The 1913 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Yearbook report-
ed that land sloping 5 degrees to the south in Ida-
ho has the same solar climate as level land some 
300 miles to the south in Utah. 

Still, much is left to the whims of weather and 
pests. No wonder most religions have centered 
around pleas unto heaven for a good harvest; we 
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just had to hope for the best. And the wild things? 
They neither reap, nor do they sow. But like us, 
they need to live where the food is, and that tends 
to be where the grass grows well. 

We assume a nim als h av e a n instinct 

that tells them where to settle. There’s reason to 
believe that some trace of this instinct is still pre-
sent in us. In A Place of My Own, Michael Pol-
lan writes about selecting the site for a small one-
room structure on his property. He’s frustrated by 
the lack of literature on the subject. He finds some 
basic principles in De architectura, a first-century 
B.C. treatise by Vitruvius. It recommends building 
not too high (for winds) or too low (for poison-
ous swamp vapors), to lay the building out on an 
east-west axis with bedrooms facing east (for the 
morning sun) and the dining room west (for the 
dinner by sunset), and the principal direction fac-
ing south to absorb the bulk of the site’s sunlight. 

He next considers feng shui. For choosing a 
building site, this involves mapping the land’s 
flow of chi, or energy, and picking a place where 
it flows unobstructed, but not too fast. He learns 
that a good way to find the path of chi is to clear 
your mind and walk the property; once, twice, 
three times. Wherever you find yourself walking 

again and again is likely a path of the land’s chi. 
You may find yourself on a game trail, or, as Pollan 
did, a cow path. This is a good sign: animal trails 
are considered reliable indicators of chi flow. Pol-
lan eventually finds himself drawn to a particular 
spot, as the cows were, near the edge of a forest, 
looking out onto a meadow. It feels right, and hap-
pens to offer both yin and yang elements; male 
and female, upright and flat, trees and meadow. 

Why would that feel right to us? One theory 
posits that we have an evolutionary attraction to 
landscapes that offer “prospect and refuge” — a 

good view of food/threats and a safe place to hide. 
Animals also prefer these areas; both predators 
and prey like to hang out near the boundaries of 
forests and fields. 

Pollan eventually comes to believe that his archi-
tect friend was right when he suggested taking an 
intuitive approach from the get-go. “Think about 
it this way,” suggested the friend . “You’ve been hik-
ing all day, it’s getting late, and you’re looking for 
a good campsite— just a comfortable, safe-feeling 
place to spend the night. That’s your site.” ++
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The poetical method for 
password retention

A
n o t h e r  d a y ,  a n o t h e r 

massive data leak. Someone with 
bad intentions now has access to one 
or more of your online accounts. You 
should change your password. Why 
not make this perennial inconven-

ience of modern life an opportunity for commit-
ting a few edifying lines of verse to memory?

Rote memorization isn’t often taught in school 
anymore. It got a bad rap because it seemed to 
make children into parrots, not thinkers. But if 
you’ve ever heard someone recite entire poems or 
passages from literature, and tried to recall some-
thing you still carry in your head from your school 
days, you probably felt a touch of envy. Those with 
a ready command of Shakespeare or Whitman 
wouldn’t trade it for the hours spent in acquisi-
tion; nor would those who suffered through pia-
no lessons practicing scales lose the Chopin and 
Brahms that live on in their fingers. Decades later, 
it seems only that which is drummed into us with 
repetition remains. 

Why poetry? Memorization and recitation of 
beautiful verse puts complex vocabulary and 
rhythmic patterns at one’s mental fingertips. Cul-
tivating one’s memory has other benefits. There’s 
an argument that to think critically and make 
connections, you need to hold knowledge in your 
head. You lose something by offloading your 
memory to Google. 

How it works: Take a few lines of poetry and type 
only the first letters. Add a number and symbol of 
your choice at the end, followed by the first three 
letters of the service you’re using that password 
for. That way, if (or rather, when) your password 
from one account is compromised, the execrable 
hacker won’t be able to use the same password on 
other accounts. 

Examples

P o e t r y  i n  t r a n s l a t i o n  i s  t r i c k y . 

For one thing, they are the translator’s words, not 

’Tis in my memory locked

the poet’s. For another, famous works have many 
translations; if you need to look up the passage 
again, you might forget which translation you 
used. But if you want to roll the dice, why not start 
at the beginning? Here are the first lines of The 
Illiad, Robert Fagles translation:

Rage - Goddess, sing the rage of Peleus’ son 
Achilles,
murderous, doomed, that cost the Achaeans 
countless losses

Most services today require a password to have 
a capital letter, number and symbol. In poetry, 
capitalization is no problem (unless you pick E.E. 
Cummings). To satisfy the number and symbol re-
quirement, pick whatever you want, just be con-
sistent. Applying the keyboard’s first letter and its 
accompanying symbol, and the first three letters 
of a common local account name (“Cen” for Cen-
tral Hudson), you get:

RGstroPsAmdtctAcl!1Cen

According to howsecureismypassword.com, that 
would take a computer 252 sextillion years to 
crack. Not bad! 

Another famous translation, and a work of poetry 
in its own right, is the King James Bible. An ap-
propriate verse might be:

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall 
find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:

Which looks like this:

Aaisbgysaysfkaisbouy!1Cen

Of course, there’s Shakespeare:

We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep

WassAdamoaollIrwas!1Cen

To be, or not to be: that is the question

Tbontbtitq!1Cen

“There is nothing either good or bad but think-
ing makes it so.” 

Tinegobbtmis!1Cen

Rhythmic lines are most conducive to memory; 
they make it less likely that you’ll leave a word out, 
even a small one.

Tennyson’s Charge of the Light Brigade:

Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die.

TntmrTntrwTbtdad!1Cen

Pope’s Essay on Criticism:

Good nature and good sense must ever join;
To err is human, to forgive, divine.

GnagsmejTeihtfd!1Cen

Frost’s Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening:

Whose woods these are I think I know.   
His house is in the village though

WwtaItIkHh� tvt!1Cen

We could go on. And given how frequent data 
breaches are, we may need to! ++
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The aroma of home
by Sparrow

T
he t er m “home i mprov e-

ment” brings to mind hammers, 
ladders, jigsaws and plywood. But 
I want to talk about air. In particu-
lar, the smells inhabiting air. I’m 
not interested in Lysol, air fresh-

eners, or even incense, or anything that requires 
spending money. I’m talking about the smell of 
dinner.

When a visitor walks in a house, she smells the 
place before she sees it. The smell of a good meal 
feels like a blessing in a home, just as the smell of 
burnt rice registers as a curse. (So be vigilant while 
cooking, lest your charred 
pinto beans send out ma-
levolent nasal messages!) 
Oenophiles (wine-lovers) 
have developed a large vo-
cabulary for describing the 
smell – which is called the 
“nose” – of their favorite 
beverage: “appley,” “raisiny,” 
“cigar box,” “floral,” “oaky,” 
“musty,” “spicy.” Similarly, 
one may speak of the “nose” 
of a household.

As I write this,|I am cook-
ing a pot of curried butter-
nut squash-tomatoes- cab-
bage-cilantro-green beans. Curry lends a pleasing 
700 BCE flavor to a kitchen. (I’ve also added black 
pepper, fresh ginger, cayenne.) Because I follow a 
traditional yogic diet, I avoid onions and garlic, 
lending my cooking aroma a gentle shape.

It’s almost impossible to describe smells in lan-
guage, but let me give it a try:

basil- sunlight on a stone bench
cumin- a deep cave in Egypt
sage- a thin waterfall
celery seed- an Iowa farmhouse 
cardamom- a deserted beach in New Guinea
fenugreek- birch woods in July
ginger- a particularly slow-moving baseball 

game

Ancient Greek poets wore laurel wreaths as a 
crown of glory. Leaves from the bay laurel tree are 
still employed in cooking, so when you stir bay 
leaves into a soup, you’re disseminating the smell 
of poetic headgear.

I hate waste, so I try to use every spice on my 
spice rack – some of which just appeared some-

how (perhaps gifts from friends moving to Is-
tanbul?). Caraway seeds make an excellent salad 
dressing, for example. 

Have you ever noticed how cooking smells wend 
their way through a house like a sinuous cat? Two 
hours after I finish making dinner, I’ll smell it in 
my bedroom, though the scent has vanished from 
the intervening three rooms.

Aroma-nourishing requires no effort at all! You 
must cook anyway, and you wish your food to be 
appealing, so you add a variety of spices. I’m just 
asking you to observe how this nourishes your 
dwelling. And how your friend Dan walks through 
the front door and tastes your soup with his nos-
trils.

The most seductive smell in a house is baking. 

I only occasionally make pastries, but my most 
recent offering, eggless applesauce cake (recipe 
from The Spice and Spirit of Kosher-Jewish Cook-
ing) was moist, sweet and lightly browned – a 
solid success.

At the end of the Sabbath, Orthodox Jews pass 
around a small spice box called a b’samim to be 
sniffed (typically including cinnamon, cloves, bay 
leaves) which symbolizes the pleasures of the van-
ishing holiday. Even if you’re not a religious Jew, 
you may adopt this practice. Unscrew some of 

your spices and sniff them. Use this ritual to cel-
ebrate a success or failure in your life. Those stir-
ring smells are being wasted inside sealed bottles!

Does everyone have a fruit-ripening basket? My 
wife and I do. At the moment three cherry toma-
toes and six avocados share this enclosure. (I hate 
to be a botany nerd, but both avocados and toma-
toes are technically fruits.) The tomatoes have a 
near-mint flavor when you sniff them close up; 
the avocados give off a solemn air of gestation.

And don’t forget the satisfying olfactory benefits 
of brewing tea. Even normal orange pekoe is al-
luring, but “hippie” flavors like Demigod Nectar 
and Chocolate Frog create formidable force fields 
of smell.

Plants in a house oxygenate the air. Though oxy-
gen theoretically has no smell, I suspect one inter-
nally recognizes its benefits to the home-ecology. 
Currently, Violet and I have only an aloe plant – 
but it’s a profuse one, resembling 31 interlacing 
snakes. Its smell is mild, curative, and green.

Another subtle influence on domestic atmo-
sphere is candlelight. If you have rich relatives 
who insist on giving you gifts, ask for a beeswax 
candle. It’s the best cent-for-scent investment.

My wife and I use all-natural cleansers, not to 
improve our house’s “nose,” but because we mildly 
fear chemicals. Still, there’s a faint aroma of Cit-
rus grandis (grapefruit) peel oil in kitchen, from 
Seventh Generation dishwashing liquid, and a 
trace of chamomile and lemon verbena from Na-
ture’s Gate shampoo in the bathroom. Violet also 
keeps a small arsenal of essential oils for bathing: 
eucalyptus, rosemary, lavender, tea tree oil. (For 
the record, my favorite is rosemary, with its faintly 
Nordic air of intrigue.) When I stay in a hotel, I’m 
always appalled by the caustic cleansers and plas-
tic-bouquet perfume in my room. An American 
hotel room is about as domestic as a carwash.

I need not enumerate the fetid smells that 
emerge from the human body – let alone the body 
of the dead mouse trapped in your pantry walls. 
Ironically, the same food that perfumes your 
house as it cooks emerges in a less appealing form 
from the rear of your torso the next day.

Just outside our stuffy Catskills houses is the 
most remarkable deodorizer on earth: the wind. 
Even in winter, try to open a window once a day 
to admit the purifying air, with its fierce Ontario 
chill. (And in summer, windows may remain open 
always, except during rainstorms.) I smell water in 
the wind on my road – a road that parallels Esopus 
Creek. Also there’s a hint of hemlock, pine, spruce. 
And wind works swiftly! Seven minutes with the 
window open utterly transforms a bedroom.

Time has passed, and I’ve now roasted the seeds 
from the butternut squash. (Remember that curry 
recipe from paragraph three?) The smell is suc-
culent: somewhere in between turkey gravy and 
candy. 

[Full disclosure: Unfortunately, I received no pay-
ment for promoting Seventh Generation & Na-
ture’s Gate.] ++ 
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Have van, will travel
New Paltz’s Man With 
a Van has been moving 
Hudson Valley residents 
for three decades

by Erin Quinn

“If we were meant to stay in one place, we 
would have roots instead of feet.” 

-Anonymous 

M
ov i ng is on e of 

life’s most stressful 
events. That’s why, 
besides having good 
friends, a therapist, and 
plenty of cardboard 

boxes, it’s important to have a moving 
crew you can trust. 

Man With a Van moving company, based 
in New Paltz,  started small, very small, in 
fact, borrowing a friend’s beat up old van to 
move someone from one Manhattan walk-up 
to another on New Year’s Eve 1992. Today it 
has four employees, plus owner David Miller. 

He recounts the company’s beginnings. “I 
was working for Two Brother’s Landscap-
ing Company,” says Miller, who, despite his 
boyish smile, is now a husband and father 
and homeowner on top of being a business 
owner. “I was in my young 20s and they 
were always getting calls to move furniture 
because there was no moving company in 
New Paltz and they had trucks.” One of the 
owners asked Miller if he would mind taking 
on one of these moving jobs himself, as the 
company was in the thick of landscaping sea-
son. “I liked it. It was a good workout. I met 
some nice people. Got to move around and 
honestly, I was a lousy landscaper.”

One thing led to another and Miller ended 
up putting a “Man with a Van” ad in the lo-
cal papers and before long his phone began 
to ring. “I had to borrow my friend’s van and pay him 
some money but I started getting calls. A lot of them 
were to deliver antiques, or move people from the city 
to this area and lucky for me I had a steady gig de-
livering the newspapers for Ulster Publishing every 

week.”  (That’s us.) 
Asked which items concern people most when 

moving, Miller pauses. “It depends on the person or 
situation. If they have valuable art, then they might be 
concerned about that. If they have family heirlooms 
that mean a lot to them then that’s what they’ll talk 
to us the most about.” The television is a common 
theme. “People are always concerned about their TV. 
Whether it was the old-fashioned ones years ago or 
the digital, high-definition screens. People want their 

TVs intact. We make sure of that.” 
In addition to the eponymous 

van and Miller himself, the com-
pany now includes two trucks and 
several employees. But still, the ma-
jority of the moving jobs they han-
dle are modest; “one two-bedroom 
apartment to another one. Mov-
ing people’s belongings into or out 
of storage units. We move a lot of 
people to and from New York City. 
We also do a lot of deliveries for in-
ternet companies.”

Mohonk Mountain House and 
Woodland Pond are two of his 
biggest clients. He also has a few 
famous ones, like artist Julian Sch-
nabel. “He has his frames hand 
crafted in this area and then we 
deliver them to him in New York 
City or Long Island,” he says. While 
Miller has never met the artist, he 
has had the pleasure of meeting 
several famous actors, including 
Willem Dafoe and Frances McDor-
mand. “They were both so nice,” he 
says and recalls McDormand be-
ing so kind as to “invite me and my 
workers in to have some tea.”

The thing Miller enjoys most 
about his work, “is just meeting 
new people every day. Most people 
are really nice and interesting.” 
One of his more memorable mov-
ing anecdotes included, “having to 
move a witch’s shrine. It had all of 
these steps up to the altar and was 
very intricate and I was extremely 
careful not to let anything get out of 
place on that!” 

The company also transports 
large quantities of food from food 
banks throughout the area to vari-
ous locations.

“We also do a lot of moving for 
people who are renovating their 

homes or portions of their homes,” says Miller. “Some-
times they’ll be redoing their floors and we’ll need to 
move all of their furniture to the garage or basement 
or to a storage unit and then move it back once the 
work has been completed.”

Miller finds that people can often be “very stressed 
when moving and so I tell them that psychologists 
say that moving is the third most stressful thing in 
life after death and divorce. One lady who discovered 
that her husband was a major hoarder said that she 
thought she would ‘have all three’ before the move 
was over!”

After being in the business for more than two de-
cades, Miller said that he feels he’s in a “really good 
place. I’m still strong and we work hard at making 
sure that we move efficiently. There’s a certain flow 
that goes with being a mover and a real special under-
standing that comes over time. I think we’re just the 
right size. We’re not too big, we’re not too small, and 
almost every day I get to meet someone new or drive 
to somewhere new and people are generally very re-
spectful and fun to work with.” ++

E R I N  Q U I N N

Dave Miller is more than just a man with a van… he is a man with a van and two 
trucks!

IMPROVE YOUR LIVING SPACE
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

CLOCKWORK CONSTRUCTION INC
845-657-2095

Quality Craftsmanship
Over 30 Years in Business

www.clockworkconstructioninc .com

TLK LLC

Portable Toilet Rentals

845-658-8766
845-417-6461
845-706-7197 

TLKportables@gmail.com • TLKportables.com

Construct ion Si tes
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Campsites • F lea Markets
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Something from nothing 

When you have a home 
offi  ce, you’re never really 
home or at the offi  ce

by John Burdick

T
he pol a r i zi ng rock produc -
er, musician, and serial debunker Ste-
ve Albini once asked: “what’s with all 
the freaking candles?” He was speak-
ing of his own work place—recording 
studios—and of the common practice 

of decorating them in ways thought to be condu-
cive to relaxation and creativity: soft lighting, area 
rugs, aromas, engaging visuals, feng shui. Albini—
being all about the work at hand—implied that 
this dressing of what is essentially a laboratory is 
at best a distracting waste of time and money, at 
worst a counter-productive, self-flattering mis-
representation of the drudgery of creativity. We 
want it to be spontaneous, organic, and most of all 
magic. It’s not. My words, not his.

This hopeful environmental engineering is of-
ten undertaken with an Eastern bias. Westerners 
habitually look to the East for rituals and symbol-
ism with which to defeat our importunate egos 
and access a presumably deeper flow, a truer 
stream. Of course, the East just giggles because it 
can see what we can’t: that our Eastern-branded 
gestures of transcending the ego tend to be rather 
blatant and noxious celebrations of it, as we strug-
gle in vain to escape the superhero consciousness 
to which we are born. It is camel-through-needle 
difficult to smuggle the gist of Eastern philosophy 
West without Westernizing and commodifying it 
in some way. Something happens at the border. 

But back to Albini and his cynical swipe at those 
who would have their creative work spaces vibey 
and conducive. In one sense, that’s just Steve be-
ing Steve—cantankerous, but with a track record 
to lend it some authority (Nirvana, Pixies, literally 
thousands more, and a history 
of paradigm-changing essays). 
In his defense, when one play-
fully snotty thing you said 20 
years ago is still being invoked 
in a home improvement essay 
by a provincial New York mu-
sic critic, there is reason to be-
lieve that your reputation for 
snark may be somewhat exag-
gerated and mythologized. 

Still, chill and let people have 
their comforting illusions if 
they do you no harm. Record-
ing, like writing or any genera-
tive act, is indeed an exercise 
in necessary doubt, sustained 
focus, and a self-consciousness 
that can turn disastrous on 
a dime, when things start to 
go poorly. In the studio, the 
notes that fly off into the night during live perfor-
mance, leaving only the memory of their winged 
passing, now make directly for magnetic tape and 
its digital metaphors, where they will remain for 
something like ever, pinned butterflies. Make the 
studio a sacred space, or at least kill the fluores-
cence, soften the edges, buffer the player from the 
unblinking stare of posterity and remind her that 
we are all dust. Who knows? Perhaps you’ll get a 
more authentic performance. 

So w h y do I  k i n d of agr ee w i t h St e v e 
Albini about the candles? 

I work from home. Why, I am doing it right now, 
settling in to finish this essay and trying my best 
to resist the centrifugal pull of the meta: writing, 
at home, about the experience of writing at home 
about the experience of…who among us hasn’t 
lost a day on that hamster wheel? Have you ever 
tried to write a song about your inability to write 
a song anymore, because that is the only topic left 
upon which you feel you have any authority? Been 
there. My hip therapist (psych not ortho) once 
told that Van Morrison released a double album 
of those songs, Hymns to the Silence. I don’t know 

the record, but a cursory skim of its titles—“I’m 
Not Feeling it Anymore,” “Why Must I Always Ex-
plain,” “Hymns to the Silence,” “Professional Jeal-
ousy”—seems to bear out his take. Incidentally, 
that therapist fired me. 

I work from home. At this very moment, Dan 
Clarkson is in the kitchen fixing my dishwash-
er, which has been offline for more than a year. 
“Good news!” he calls out, knowing my office 
door is open. “It’s the fuse!” For 20 years, he has 

been more than our appliance repairman. He is a 
mentor and in his way an activist on the ground, 
cajoling us to take better care of the refrigerator 
gasket, to think more seriously about dryer lint, to 
steward our major durable goods more responsi-
bly and take a load off the landfill. 

Dan inhabits his authority without pretense, 
with grace, gravity, and the weariness of some-
one who knows a little too much about us from 
up close. He works at home, too. Your home. If he 
accepted coffee and a crumpet from every client, 
he’d be fat and anxious. He is neither. He tells me, 
however, that when he gets a bad review online 
or has an encounter with a combative customer 
who challenges his integrity, he takes it home with 
him, takes it to bed, too. 

I work from home, which is to say in a blurred 
and solitary world in which duty and comfort 
bleed together like a really sloppy Monet. There is 
a saying in football: if you have two starting quar-
terbacks, you have no starting quarterback. I pro-
pose that if you work from home, you have neither 
work nor home, really. Your days lack the essential 
subordinations and separations of which a mod-
ern life is built. Your peace is never complete and 

neither, oddly, is your stress. I am currently self-
employed and could use considerably more stress. 
A lot more. If you know someone who is looking to 
unload some stress and you think I am a good fit, 
please give them my name. 

I work from home, and so I understand the im-
portance of creating both some artificial separa-
tion (at my tax accountant’s behest if for no oth-
er reason) and a sense of protected work space 
where magic might want to happen if magic has 
any choice in the matter. But here’s the problem. 
This notion of space optimized to welcome cre-
ative arrivals externalizes the locus of creativity 
and, more importantly, pre-brands the work with 
specious expectations. 

I have learned over time the value of the clean, 
well-lighted work space after years of shunting 
dishes aside to see the screen, but I don’t want my 
fashioned space to create false expectations that 
this is going to be magic, or to enforce an ideal-
ized creative self-image that is only going to turn 
ironic on me if I should struggle with the work, as 
I invariably will. 

How many great works do you suppose were 
written by an unshowered person staring at a 
blinkering 15” CRT monitor through a portal of 
crusty dishes and stacks of papers as jackham-
mers pounded outside? Smart money is on a lot. 
And how many exquisite home offices and studios 
out there were consciously crafted to welcome a 
genius that never showed? So many that one be-
gins to suspect, in a kind of reverse mysticism, 
that it was the very expectations and pre-branding 
expressed in the space that kept the finnicky ge-
nius away. 

Look, before I became a daytime recluse and 
prolific professional curmudgeon, in my 20s and 
early 30s I play-acted in what is perhaps the most 
complex and self-consciously social of all profes-
sions. I was an untenured young college teacher, 
a role that makes you question the nature of your 
authority and responsibility in every direction.   
Since then I have worked at home as a full-time 
remote employee (tuxedo-top, pajama-bottom) 
for bosses in Boca Raton who did not recognize 
a single hour on my clock that didn’t belong to 
them. I have also worked in the commodious hy-
brid arrangement (part-time at home, part-time 
onsite) and that’s a sweet spot for sure. 

But now it is just me and the machines. It is 
camel-through-needle difficult to smuggle any-
thing good into the world. If it is just you and the 
machine, if it is all about wrestling something out 
of non-existence and into the light, just find the 
point of pure contact between you and the pro-
cess. Live there. ++

How many great works do you 
suppose were written by an 
unshowered person staring at 
a blinkering 15” CRT monitor 
through a portal of crusty 
dishes and stacks of papers as 
jackhammers pounded outside?

Stanczyk during a ball at the court of Queen Bona in the face of the loss of Smolensk, by Jan Matejko
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SPEND LESS AND 
GET MORE DONE.
NO WONDER 98% OF MAHINDRA OWNERS
WOULD RECOMMEND ONE TO A NEIGHBOR

From the Most Delicate Pruning to the Heaviest Removal, We Do it All With Care and Precision

• Pruning 
• Feeding
• Spraying NYS LICENSE

• Trunk & Soil Injection
• Appraising, Consulting 
• Storm Damage Repair

• Stump Grinding
• Cabling & Bracing
• Climbing & Bucket

• Fully Insured

845-255-8741
Dwight Meyer Bayne  CERTIFIED ARBORIST                                           mountaintreecare.net 

Preserving the beauty of Ulster County’s trees since 1974Preserving the beauty of Ulster County’s trees since 19747

Mountain Tree Care

Fine Gardening

lisa@lakehillgardens.com
lakehillgardens.com

Lisa Logan Ketchum
PO Box 464

Bearsville, NY
12409

Now 

Hiring!

Concerned about unsafe wiring?
How about replacing that old electrical service?
Thinking about a standby power system?

s t o n e r i d g e e l e c t r i c . c o m

845.331.4227

Briggs & Stratton and GE Generators • Sales • Installation • Service

STONERIDGE ELECTRICAL SERVICE, INC

We’ve been providing prompt, 
professional electrical service

 for over 30 years.

Next time you have a project and need a professional, give us a call! 


